Friday Nov 2, 2018 - Lectures
5:00

Psychic Demonstration

Karen Barclay

Karen shall be giving the public the opportunity to ask questions and providing them with the
answers.

6:00

Moonology

Dorothy Elliott Kesseler

Connect with your personal moon phase and discover what your moon phase means.

7:00

Channeling

KC Black

KC will discuss her relationship with the entity of energy that she works with when Channelling.
She will then answer some audience questions with Channelled answers.

8:00

Looking Forward Into the Future

Joan McGregor

Speaking to all about looking into their future, rather than dwelling on the past. We cannot
change the past, so we need to put it into the past in order to find our true pathway in life & try to
choose our best pathway.
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Saturday Nov 3, 2018 - Lectures
1:00

Introduction to Pendulums & Crystals

Ricky Faria

Learn basic techniques on how to enhance your daily life with the power of healing crystals. Find
out more on how to choose & use a pendulum and other polished crystals, their properties &
uses to live a better life.

2:00

Psychic Demo

Charlotte Szivak

Charlotte will tune in and answer your questions.

3:00

Thirteen Canoes-Navigating Our 13 Gifts of Birth

Gaisheda Kheawok

In Seneca & Celtic traditions, the Thirteen Canoes represents the highest vibration of our Soul’s
wisdom. Each of us has 13 unique gifts of birth which are represented by 13 colours. Join us &
access your Soul’s intuitive gifts of birth.

4:00

How to Become More Psychic

Judy Abbott

Judy will describe the countless ways that our intuition speaks to us and demonstrate with
audience interaction.

5:00

The Healing Crystal Skulls

Stan Mallow

Lono & Kinohi, the Miraculous Hawaiian Healing Crystal Skulls have had a profound effect on all
who have come in contact with them. Join Stan in a healing circle with The Skulls & experience
their powerful healing energies for yourself.

6:00

Palm Reading Demo

Tony Uberoi

Tony Uberoi takes you into a sneak-peak into the mystical art and science of palmistry. Perhaps
hands on was a phrase coined to describe this demo. Tony takes you into the world of lines,
mounts, signs, whorls and the structure of palms that reveal your past, present and choices for
a better future.

7:00

Energetic Vampires

Dennis Andersen

What is an Energetic Vampire and how to release them.

8:00

What Are Angels?

Angelyn

What are Angels; what makes them different from Spirits and/or guides? In this lecture you will
learn the basics of how Angels communicate with us & how you can communicate with Guides
& Angels, & how to know the difference.
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Sunday Nov 4, 2018 - Lectures
12:00 What Is Mediumship?

Addariah

Enjoy the demonstration on how our loved ones communicate with us. Bring your questions.

1:00

Connecting With Your Guides

Betty Jane Ware

Betty Jane will give an introduction to Spirit Guide Communication.

2:00

Messages From Spirit

Oracle Kalliope

Talking about Spirit and channeling messages to the audience.

3:00

How To Access Personal Insight

Kathleen Boldt

A guided group exercise will provide the opportunity for imagination to uncover insights about
self, love and life.

4:00

Meditation & Spiritual Development

Dennis Walcott Bsc

Dennis Walcott Bsc will show you how to develop and grow spiritually. He will also explain how
you can overcome stress through meditation.
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